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*. I. METHOD

This paper attempts to answer a stipple question: what high school
,

characteristicsiare most likely to decrease the alienation of inner-city,

warking-crass, minority students and to make their attiiudes mor?

tive toward education, themselves, and their futures? _Clearly, modern

urban life has many alienating aspects; and oururban schools are also

affected. Yet because the-ills of modernization do not fall uniforily

0

on all schools, there is reason to search for those schools which mini-

mize alienation.

As a research summary, thisepaper brings zogother notable studies

as well-as large-scale reviews of work done in several school settings:
4P1

comprehensive high schnols (not necessarily desegregated), desegregated

high schools, alternatire high schools, and private high schools. The

aim of the paper is notto argue for one type'of school over all otherk,

but to show that-certain school conditions may be associated with more

positive student behaviors and attitudes: In fact, my assumption is

that school diversity is a good in itself (students will always be far.

more diverse than schools are liXely to be) anct is here to stay, and

that educational planners, administrators, teachers, and parents ought.

simply to be able tomakechoices based on consideration of the most

recent and reliable research. This paper, As directed, then, toward all

those interested in what social scientists have recently had to say

about.the relationship between certain high school characteristics and

r,
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a.variety of interrelated student behaviors and attitudes that can be

seen as arising out of either'alienation or its oppositesconnectedness;

engagement, and meaning.

It. should be noted at the outset that the vast amount of lit erature

in these areas of general, desegregated, alternative, and private:.schooling

is by no means uniform in its subject matter. Nor does it originate in a

common motivation, or follow a single methodology. In fact, each of the

types of schooling hak. tended to create its characteristic slant or

research focus. Desegregation research, while covering the methodological

gamut, has generally beer- directed to answering one.of two questions:

Under what conditions- does desegregation work? and Does desegregation
C

improve the achievement of minority stuctents. Perhaps because public high

school:, h'ave been subjected to such a high degree of disruption, there is

a growing body of'genval high school research focusing on school crime

and .violence. Recently two 'national stuakies of private schooling have

been directed to'giving scholarly support, for a change in the structure

of federal funding to publi and private schools. "Finally, as alternative

J

schools have arisen out of t4 difficulties of the comprehensive public

high schools, so the research on alternatives has been geared to discovering/

those differences which may hold youth and make them more diligent in their

,work. %;
-

1
- The staIeof knowledge in education, as everywhere, is in constant/

.

flux. Our perspectives change in what is thought to be,g000rschooling/as well .

as what is considered reliable and effective-research. This paper dries not

attempt to work statistical miracles on the existing studiei with the hope

of arriving at a numerically weighted ultimate "truth." Rather; the



literature is looked at in a narrative vein, with the pros and cons and

nuances argued at the occasion arises in order to arrive at the best.

possible hunches for the future.
2

II. ALIENATION IN SOCIETY AND THE SCHOOLS

4,1

Social scientists-and.popular writers alike have viewed alienation--

in,its bblective as well as subjeCtive meanings-,ras a nesessary.by-product

of modern society. Rationalization, specialization, and bureaucratization
. .

are all seen to bring with them 'powerlessness and anomie. Moreover, as
. .

- . .

Marxists have argued, there may lx!..,something about capitzlism 'itself--the ,

way it takes from the worker the control of both the work process and they'

product of his/her labor--that is objectively alienating, whether or not

the individual experiences it as such. Roles and functions which fragment

experience are by definition alienaiiiig/ Certainly, modern urban society,

( 7
both capitalist and socialist, has given rise to large,. impersonal institu-

tions. Human relationships have liecome objectively and subjectively alien -

ating as numbers take the place of names, And standardized tests and meas-

ures are us most efficient (and seen as fair and even scientifiC).
%

means of decision making.. .0

Among the'psychol4gical manifestations of alienation are feelings of

powerlessness, lack of control, meaninglessness, normlessness, and es-

tTangement (Newmann 1981). These feelings arc often cited as the hazwids

of lirge institutions,. including big city sch 's. In alienating environ-

ments people are unlikely to arrive at an agreement about values that is

possible it small institutions, or institutiOns,developed out of strong

unifying ideologies, such as religious schools. There is a question of

-3-



whether, or under what conditions, a multiethnic society with its many

different norms and values also increases alienation; Students and even,

staff in large urban_high-ichools filled with many pdtentially antagonized

subgroups maycOmply with their schools' basic demands, buf they, do mkt

necessarily cooperate to attain shared goals (Cusick 1973). As Friedenberg,

. (1963) argued nearly two decides age, because of our multiethnic environ-

went, U.S. schools have established a low level of consensus that actually

suits noone and may increase _feelings of alienation, particularlyamong

the rich, tfie poor, the giftetl, and the handicapped. It is clear that

many efforts at school improvement, such as reducing school siye,sincreasing

students' role in governanee, individualizing instruction,and humaniIinv

school climate, can be seen as attempts to reduce student alienation(New-

mann 1981). y.

The Relationship_Between School Reform And Socidl Change

Most educational reform and research contain assumptions, either

explicit or implicit, `about thg relationship between improving'schooling

and changing society. Such was the initial dream, for example, of early
. .

- desegregation efforts, or of school erograis initiated in the "War on

,Poverty." School would be used to redress the inequities the °rest of

society had created. A nuTber of theorists of edpcation, however,'have

viewed schools.as evolving passively in response to society's needs. In

an interesting article which tales the position of such a fit between

Schools and society, Grannis (1967) outlines three types of schools: the

family school, generally associated with preschools and the primary grades

andhaving its origins in.the Progressiveeca; the factory school, the most

prevalent type of elementary.and secondary school today, which originated

-4-
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in the cities of the latell9th century to prepare working-class youths

fogillork; and the corporate school which,, since the mid 1950s, has develqped ,

most rapidly in the suburbs, and whose function is primarily to incultate
1

in youths certain adaptations to a modern, buteaucratically'oiganized

_society. Yet,Giaiiis:also sees these schools as outliving their era and

the funct.ion for which they initially evolved. While the'family model is

inapproprfLate to the later grades, bath the factory. and corpoiate schools

are too preoccupied with the accumulation Of specialized knowledle and

skills, and too little concerned with personal and social integration.

or in a society that appears fragmented and disconnected, what the indi.
4

vidual needs most, accoYfing to Grannis, is help in ekveriencing life as

a Whole and in understanding how to il(tervene in society,in order to bene-

fit fromit or change it.

Interestingly, it is just this edueational task of forging integration

that Swidler (1979) sees aS the promise of alternative education, as a

todel for thrsevolving structure of new complex organizations. Swidler's

book is a close analysis of two altetnative schools. In a concluding.dis-

cussion which emphasizes parallels in structure and function between alter-
,

native edlicat,ion and the emerging organizational world in business and

industry, Swidler argues that schools are not merely reflections of

society, but can act as antennas pointing to change. "Although the small;

almost primitive orgaiiizations-of the counter-cAture cannot serve as

models for the systems of coordinated activity that alre emerging.at the

frontiers. of organizational change," she says, "their dilemmas'prefigure

- many of the dilemmas of larger more complex systems'of organization without,

authority" (p.176).
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Finally, and most commonly in 'recent years, schools have heeniewed

as helpless to create change by comparison with other social fo rcesand

institutions. Researchers such as Coleman et al. (1966) and Jencks if al.
,

(1972) were influential in the e ly 1970s,with their stress on the

..salience of early environment and their consequent view of schools as

'largely powerless to alter the effects of racism and poverty on udent

achievement. Yet this pessimism about the posiibility for any autonomous

role for schooling has more recently spawned an "effective'schooling"

movement among a groWing number of investigators who have tried to isolate

the differences in schools that do exist and that alter their effective-

ness in serving socioeconomically disadvUnfaged students. While the

"effective schooling" literature focuses predominantly on elementary

schools and on thine school characteristics that foster achievement, its

attempts to separate out those school qualities that do make a difference

are ins %ructi1e for the present paper.

The question of the constraints and limits in altering schooling

within an existing but changing social world is ultimately a philosophical

in
.

one whose answer depends n part on the predisposition of the individual

and in part on the spirit of the era. Although social alienation may be

acknowledged as a pervasive force in our society, and although this force

may suggest limits to school improvement, there is little justification

for abandoning the effort to create less alienating schools. As Newmann

(1981, p.549) argues; "So long as there is some possibility of improving

school life, the well-documented human need to diminish alienating .

experftnces as much as possible establishes a moral obligation to work

in that direction."

air
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III. THE IMPORTANCE OF ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL SIGNS OF ALIENATION

Like most sociological "facts," the existence of student alienation,

particularly in urban high Schools, has become common knowledge. Yet

there have been no systematic'national studies of student alienation.

Still, reports on absenteeism, truancy, dropouts, declining achievement
. .

and vandalism lead to an ihage of students as estranged, apathetic; and

oftbn hostile (Abramowitz and Tenehbaum 1978; Asner and aroschart 1978;

Carnegie Council 1979; Office of Juvenile Justice 1980; and Stake and Easley

1978). /The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in higher Education began

their 1979 report on the "youth problem" in the United States with a list

of "problems that are not going away of their own accord" (p.1). Among

these are a number which are clearly behavioral and attitudinal signs of

alienation from schooling and society. A

The overall dropout rate from high school is 23 percent to 35 percent

for. blacks and'45 percent for Hispanics.

:Approximately 20 percent of all high school graduates have deficiencies
in languate and numerical skills.

.Nearly half of all high school students don't cpnsider tiv., work hard

enough.

-More than_SO-percent of all arrests are youths,under 25, and nearly

25 pertent are under 18.

Even by traditional (conservative) measures, nearly 50 percent
of all unemployment is accounted for by persons 24 and younger;
some pockets of youths have unemployment rates of 60 percent or higher. °

.Teenage pregnancy is on the rise; of the nonwhite females dropping

out, 48 percent give marriage or pregnancy as the reason.'

Focusing more directly on daily life within the high school itself:, the

'Office of Juvenile Justice (1980) estimates the annual cost of school van-

dalism at $200' million to $600 million. Fifteen percent of the principals



serving big-city schools surveyed in a 1975-76 study considered crime

and vandalism to be "serious" (Abramowitz and Tenenbaum 1978). According

to arNIE report, "the risk of violence to teenage youngster! is greater
*,

in school than elsewhere" (Asner and Broschart 1978, p.15). Thid same

report indicates that the less students value their teachers' opinions,

the greater the property loss due to vandalism and burglary in'the school.

Though the-basing,of state aid on reported attendance rates makes .

the reporting of truancy unreliable, the'Carnegie Council (1579) asserts

truancy may be a far better measure of student ilienatial from1School than

dropping out. A 1977 report by the Economic Council of New York City showed
ry

that in 15 schools here backs were a majcrily of the student body, the

'average - daily absence rate was. 32 percent, andvin five schools doMinated
_ A

.

by Puerto Ricans the rate was 38 percent. "The pervasiveness of the prob-

lem of absenteeism Igo: indicatedby-the fact that 35 percent.of pull is secon-

dary school principals responding to a survey on 3erkous problems in the
.

.

---,
schools identified absenteeism (absence for an entire day) 43 a,'very serious'

or 'serious' problem" (quoted in Carnegie Council 1979, p.53).

Disregard for 'enation,in Educational Research

Despite thes concrete manifestations of student alienation, the bulk

of educational reseajch continues to be devoted to the narrow concern of

student achievement. In particular, the burgeoning literature on effective

schooling, largely focused on elementary students, has sought to identify

school and classroom characteristics associated with increased academic

learning of disadvantaged students. Except for some significant studies of

the high schodl years, the behaviors and attitudes that may underly achieve-

r
ment, or equally important, behaviors that may be valuable in and of them-

-8-
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selvet, have "Jeen secondary if not altogether ignored.

There are important reasons for this disregard,of the problems.of,

alienation--reasons which&also contribute to the alienation itself. For

one, the domination of technology and specialization affect how schools

are viewed as much as how they function. As Newmann (1981, p.560) notes:

The professional technological perspective is so- f
rooted in specialization as the solution to human prob-
lems and so insistent upon value-neutrality, that the
quality of life in school rarely becomes an important
issue. Instead, issues are construed in the narrow
sense of how to increase reading scores or how to pre-

( vent violence-in the school, and solutions are sought
through consultations with specialized experts rather
than thOse interested in reducing alienation in general.

The related use,of standardized tests as the predominant judge of

achievement is also partly at fault for this bias toward a narrow vision

of school success.' Administrators of most American school systems have

felt compelled to test their_systems' success (or failure) with these

instruments, despite 'the fact that their_ narrowness easily makes them party

to perpetuating the very class and race inequities that schools may try to

alleviate, and desgite the fact that they describe a small part of what goes

onin school andare certainly not equally accurate in measuring the success

of an academic high school program and, say, a vocational program.

Relation of Alienation and Other Attitudes to Achievement

Clearly,, attitudes and achievement are related in an individual's

personality. Interventions which direct themselves to changing a student's

attitude also'lead indirectly to increasing his/her achievement, and vice

versa (Schweinhart and Weikart 1980). Rutter et al. (1979), in ,their

pattbreaking analysis of London secondary schools, found-that those schools

which yielded better examination scores also fostered better student

-9-
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behavior and had lower delinquency rates. Similarlj, Coleman et al. '(1980)

artd Greeley (1982) draw links in the American private school context

between student achievement,',..student self-concept, and the school's c

1rol9/over.5tudent discipline. Arnove and Strout (1978, P.10), in
a
theirs

analysis of alternative schooling, suggest a "causal Chain of events" and,

fdllolOng Hirschi (1969),.note the process '"from academic incompetence to

poor school performance to disliking school to rejection of the school's

authority, to commission of delinquent acls.'" Gold (1977, p.12)

describes the connection between-Poor school achievement, low self-esteem

and disruptive behaiior in similar, but less causal, terms:

...poor schOastic performance measured by schodi
grades and standardized Achievement tests is related
to low self- esteem measured by nonprojective and by
prpjective means; and...poor scholastic performance
is alsO related to disruptive, delinquent behavior
in:the school and in the community, whether that be-
havior is observed and rated by' teachers or..reported

by 4he youngsters'themselves. Furthermore, there is
evidence that low self-esteem is associated with
higher levels of delinquent behavior, and there is
some indication that enhancing self-esteem will re- .

duce that behavior.

According to, Gold (1977) acid others following him (Arnove and Strout

1978; Raywid 1981), disruptive behavior may be seen asApn ego defense

against threats to self-esteem. Such behavior:is-an attempt to protect

the individual from a derogated self=image cau$d by failure in any one

of the person's social roles; within the school setting the threat comes
.

most often through the role of student. 'The findings of Elliot and Voss

(quoted in Office of Juvenile Justice 1980, p.3) that delinquent youths

.

who dropped out of school were more delinquent before they left school than

after dropping out corrob tes the, likelihood that school experiences

I

-10-
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themselves contribute to delinquent behavior: According to Arnove and

Stiout (1978, p.15), "It may be plausibly argued thAt ore of the most

promising approaches to remedying school vandalism and disruption is to

improve students' self-concepts." They base their view largely on the

findings of Massimo and Shore (1963) that delinquents enrolled in effective

alternative education programs may improve first in self-image, next in

.

control of ssion, and-finally in attitudes toward authority. .

There is "a substantial literature directed to the relationship be-

tween teacher attitudes and student behavior, particularly onthe effects

of teachers' expectations for minority students on the students achieve-

ment. An early and controversial work in this area was thai of Rosenthal

and Jacobson (1968), which attempted to show that teachers' expectations

' for their students, and thus their students' performance, were ultimately

based on the students' skin color.---T`-i-s--re-F-earch_was criticized for
4

methodological problems (Thorndike 1968; Snow 1969). In addition, Rosen-

thal and Jacobson emphasized the power of teachers' expectations, and did

not explore the creative power of the students' attitudes and abilities.

As Schweinhart and Weikart (1980) have subsequently shown, when students
I

'do well academically or become more cooperative,.theymay raise parents'

o
and teachers' expectations, which in turn leads to even greater changes in

the students. The authors summarize the results of their eleven-year

followup Study as conveying a basic theme ct "the relationship between

commitment f-6. 1earning7 and achievement" (p.87)--the former on the part

of all those concerned. Rutter et al. (1979, p.181) posit the relationship

between expectations and achievement as it occurred in their high school

study:



The initial teaching task i4 shapedVthe attitudes,
beheriors, interests, and capabilities of'the chil-

dren in the 'lass. Teaches actions then influence
.children's- behavior, which in turn modigies teacher
behavior, which then further impinges on the chil-
dren. In this way, spirals of either improving or

-

deteriorating behavior (and attainments) seems
likely to be built.

As the preceding discussion indicates, student alienation can be

' expressed in disruptive and other disaffected behavior, in attitudes

toward oneself (such as self-esteem) and tovird othps (such as toward

*schools and,school people), and in academic achievement. The three variables--

.

social (or antisocial) behavior, attitudes, and cjignitive attainment--arp

relate' in any individual. Changing one is likely to create alterations

in the other two:

'Finally, as Levin.(1976, p.269) notes, "SchOols are expected to pro-

duce many outcomes in addition to increasing academic achievement." These

41w
include a variety of attitudes and sial habits that will enable the indi-

,

.visual to act as a responsible adult. Students' attitudes and behavior

while in secondary school are indicative of their willingneis to remain

part of mainstream society. A. nated yoUth, particurarly if they are from

a working-class, minority background, are likely to be disaffected out-
*

siders as adults. They will probably not give time and interest to voting

and other positive forms ,of civic paiticipation. Given the high rates of

unemployment, these are the ones likely to become jobless, to rely on

4k
public assistance, onto fall'prey to underground .forms of self-support.

..' Moreover, expressions of alienation tend
IC
to be encouraged and passed on

from generation to generation through unattractive school environments,

Low-status jobs, poor housing, and unemploymcat. As the Carnegie Council

(1979, p.4) warns, "We are in danger of developing_ permanent underclass,

:12-
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. . a self-perpetuating culture of poverty....We are,in danger of creating

a set of policies that provid0 a substantially'free ride financially for

many of the successful and permits, if it does.novensure,4-a bum's rush

for the unsuccessful in the race for life chances."

t

IV. COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS

The most obyious and,advanced manifestations of student alienation

are the disruptive behaviors by which students tell each other and the ,

school, staff that,they do not care about the schoOl process. .These ver-

bal and nonverbal signNs include misbehavior in class and in the halls,

' cutting and truancy, vandalisrvto school property, and in-school crime.

Because comprehensive high schools have been plagued by concrete manic

festationt of student alienation, a'significant.body of literature on com-

prehensive secondary schools focuses on student disruption.

:Several recent studies of urban high schools draw from either wide
I

ranginesurveys'or mall -scale research ideas lotIecreasing violence and.

disruption in secondary schools/ They suggest that-both community and

school influences lie atthe Bottom, of student%disruption, anOrgue that

41' among those variables over which schools have control are: school and

student body size and management, material resources, and a variety of

/
, .

.

issues concerning authority and responsibility, although they differ in

their emphases atad'solutioris in each area.

In Disruption in.600 Schools, Gottfredson and Daiger (1979) base

4
their findings about the causes of school violence on a national sample of

secondary schools. Like most researchers, the authors note the importance

of community 4nfluences (outside the school's control) on determining the

ti
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7
level of school violence. Onemployment, poverty, and a high percentage

of female-headed. households among the. student bOdy are all associated with

increased incidence of violence, according to,the sample.

As for the characteristics educators thepselves can control;

Gottfredson and Daiger find that large schools with liMited resources

experience the most severe problems. Size factors especially salient in

combatting4hisruption are lowering total school enrollment and decreasing...,

the number of different students taught by a typical teacher. For ::uniof

highs, particularly, small schools have fewer problems of teachet victimi-

zation. The authors emphasize the small class size is not as important

to lowering.Violence as is having a teacher keep the same studelits over

an extended period. That is, rotating students every Strminutes leads to

depersonalization -and thus violence. As for resources, enlarging the

extent to which teachers are provided with the material and equipment

they need is also important in decreasing disruption..

Authority issues, according to the authors, are also important.in

lowering disruption. When a school is run in a clear, explicit and firm

manner, both teacher and student victimization are decreased. Cooperation

')etween teachers and administrators leads to lowered teacher' victimization.

*
When teachers-show confusion about school policies or respond ambiguously

to student misconduct, (as by lowering grades-or ignoring misconduct

altogether), both teacher an4 student victimization are relatively high.

Although the authors' stress the importance clarity and consensus about .

school rules and policip,they find little evidence that giving students

a part in generating these rules is necessary for lowering school violence.

-14-
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. For their
,
analysis of school crime and disruption, Ianni and Reuss-

Ianni(1979) draw together the evidence from 'the National Institute of

Education's Violent School--Safe School study (Asner and Broschart 1978)
4

as well as other,vsmaller-scale research. They note several Community

characteristics as generally related to school crime 40 disruptiol\ city

size (school crime-decreases proportionately with city size); nonstudents
---

loAtring in the' schdol (the number-ef-loiterers'is a predictor of in.-

creased dollar flow from vandalism and, property damage); the absence of

mothers or stepmothers at home; the unemployment of fathers Out not

mothers); and family intactness in the community as well asdisciplinary

measures in the homes. ,

On the side of those characteristics that schools can control, Ianni

and Reuss-Ianni argue that larger and more crowded schools have higher,

incidences of crime and disruption, as well as more serious problems with

both. 0

Like Got fredson and Daiger, they also stress the impoTtance of

responsibility and governance issues. Instead of teacher or student

victimization, the authors base their findings on the amount oliproperty

.

damage in a school. But they come up with quite similar factors related

to decreased violence: students' perceptions of the school as maintaining

ordeK and teachers' perceptions of their ability to maintain order in the

class;'and good coordination and mutual support between administration and

faculty. In addition, Ianni and Reuss-Ianni identify several student '

attitudes and behaviors associated with decreased violence: lowered compe-

tition among students; students' expressed' willingness to identify with

teachers; students' perceptions that they have access to teachers; and

120
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iF students' sense that ethnic and racial Ilarmony.is high., -4

' .

According to Ianni and Reuss-Ianni, a number pf authorfty.variables
. -., .

.were-repot*ed to be.responsible for the improvement in those "turnaround"

(/)

schools that had reversed a pattern of violence and, disorder. These .

. ,

included items having to'do'with the principal, the teachers and the
'.

students. Items concerning the principal included the person's individual
4 -I

leadership style and educational leadership style; his or her visibility

a .
,.. ,

,

and Availability to students and staff; his or her ability to initiate a N
o

\

.. .

structure of order that is fair, firm and consistent; 'and his br her

.responsiveness to teacher and student input in terms of school policies.

rtems concernipgthe teachers included their relationship with the adminis-

-ration and with students; their self-esteem, job satisfaction, and general

.agreement with the principal's educational and procedural styles; and

their cohesiveness among themselves and sense of identification with stu-

dents. Items concerning the students included a strong sibse of school

P. spirit and carefully and openly developed rules that-ere crearly announced,

firmly enforced, and equally applicable,to everyone.

Fifteen Thousand Hours I,

Any analysis of school characteristics as they relate to student dis-

ruption must lapude the insights of the careful study, Fifteen Thousand

Hours, by Rutter,et al. (1979). This inveitigatlion involved nOt only two

extensive surveys four years apart (1970 and 1974) of student record:. in

twelve ethnically and socially mixed London schools,.but also intensive

observations in four of the schools over a period of two years as well as

interviews with teachers and questionnaires from students in all twelve

schools. After controlling for differences in students' backgrounds, the

A
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authors were able to ascertain that secondary schools in London vary

greatly with reEpect to delinquency, misbehavior, attendance, and exami-

nation :success, and that these variations remain relatively stable over

time. According to the authors, "although the home.area of the pupils

, might have played some-small part i n influencing "heir behavior and

-attainments, the effects did not in any way account for school-differences

in pupil oupmes" (i.153). More important, through their research it

.

became evident that delinquency, misbehavior, attendance and examingtion

success are related to a complex of school characteristics.

To summarize their findings, Rutter et al. discovered that any one

lt
school performs fairlyllimilarly,on all the measures of school outcomes.

That is, schools that have better student behavior also have better exami-

nation success and less delinquency. In contrast to the findings of

GOttixedson and Daiger and'Ianni and Reuss-Ianni, differences between
411.

schools are not due to such physical qualities as the size or age of the

school or the space available. Nor do broad differences in administration

or organization appear to have necessary consequences. Rutter et al..

point to a number of factors related to behavior and achievement-that.are

open to'modification by the staff. These include:

strong academic emphasis and teacher's expectations for

. students' academic success

consistent values and standards, with a, stress on positive
rewards

.
good Material and emotional cond.itions4or pupils, including the
staff's positive attitudes towards them.

I ,

s
Rutter et al. stress the importance of strong lesson plans which

$

allow little waste of time and indicate high performance standards. Home-
.

work should also be regularly assigned and marked. They also emphasize the

.22
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importance of teachers' expectations for students' academic success.

"It appears that both general attitudes and specific actions to emphasize'

academic expectations can play a part here. Children aie liable to.work

better-if,taught in an atmosphere of confidence that they can and will

succeed in the tasks they are set" (p.188).

As with the'ather studies of student disruption, schools are better

in all student dittcomes when there arevalues and standards fortoth

academic performance and discipline that are consistent and generally ,

agreed upon by administrators, teachers, and students alike. The results 4
ee

of the Rutter study demoqstrate the importance.of immediate, positive
. .

.

.
. .

reinforcement. At the same time, punishlent (particularly corporal,.. punish-

ment) seems to be associated-with more delinquency andpoor attendance.

Gvod conditions fol pupils include such concrete items as a clean,

-

tidy, and well painted school with attractive-pictures and plants and
ea.

.furniture in a good state of repair. Also, providing access to a tele-

phone, making refreshments.ava4able, and.allowing students in the ,wilding

during breaks contributes to a generallyjomfortable env ronment associated
,or

with better student behavior and academic success.

In'a nonmaterial.ein, good conditions for students include the staff's

positive responses to them'and their work. Shared acti*litiWbetween
. -

teachers and students,esuch as out-of-school outings., also create common

goals and thus help to decrease conflict. In addition, delinquency is

,lower in those schools where student's remain together in the same form

or set throughout school .ing. This last factor is particularly interesting

because it:provides a mode of preserving group cohesion in large schools

-4 and so may help to explain why Rutter et al. found school size per se

unimportant.

-18-
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In any case, all of these variables clearly describe means of decreating

alienation.

Finally, in,cbntrast to the findings of Gottfredson and Daiger,

Rutter et al. report that schools in which a.high proportion,,of students

are given,positions of responsibility have better outcomes in both pupil..

behavior and examination success. Such positions include foralocaptain

(American equivalent: class president) as well as active roles in

assemblies and other school meetings. Rutter et al. hypothesize that
a

lgiving responsibility to students creates better academic and, social
e

behavior because it conveys trust and sets standards of maturity. It

a

also may help generate more posit've Attitudes toward'schooling in general,/
,

-,

through the mechanism of identifica ion. Again, the discrepancy betWeen

,,the findings of the two studies4may'have to do with those activities

considered as giving students responsibility or a voice. Clearly, in

some. schools stpdent governance is largely window dressing, and'it would

not be surprising, therefore, that it had no effect in those instances.

Unfortunately, it i$ hot clear from the Cchtfredson and,Daiger study

exactly what forms of student participation were identified and then dis-

counted as effective in lowering disruption.

Because the combined effect of'these and other variables was much

o

greater than any individual factor on its own, Rutter et 'al. posit A tchool

4

ethos. "The implication is that the individual actions or measures may

combine to create a particular ethos, or set tf values, attitudes and

behaviors which will become characteristic of the school -as a wh011," (p.179).

Commonalities and Differences in Findings

To summarize the findings thus far, while Gottfredson and Daiger and

4
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a
Ianni and Reuss-Ianni plate a goOd,(leal of emphasis on school size

and student numbers in creating an alienating or disruptive atmosphere,

or, conversely, in decreasing anomie and disruptiop, for'Rutter et al.,

these are not important variables. Instp, for these authors specific

organizational strategies like keeping students together as they, proceed

through school may work to create the cohesion that small size implies

for the other authaTs. All three studies, however, concur that clear Aid

consistent rules and high, expectations f)r students° academic success are

critical to lowering misbehavior and disruption. While tW)Gottfredson and

Daiger and Ianni and Reuss -Ianni studies stress the importance of prinCipal

leadership and teacher authority, Rutter'et'al. also focus on student

responsibility. This difference,may be due partly to what the authors chose

to look at or how they defined their terms. As will become evident throlgh-

/

out this paper, responsibility and leadership are issues pointed to by all

studies, but the placement of that responsibility and leadership appears to .
4

differ according to the kinds of schools being studied (and presumably tfie

-real opportunities for responsibility and leadership in each) as well as

the predispositions if the authors.

V. DESEGREGATED COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS

The preceding studies ofOmprehbnsive high schools, while at times

noting a mixed racial composition, have noP isolated the effects of

racial composition or desegregation. Yet many of the findings of the
0 4

general high school literature have implications for the relationship

betweenldesegregation and student attitudes and behavior--and a number of

the recommendations,for-decreasing violence and other manifestations of
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alienation are repeated by the desegregation studies.

lopsilienation and Racial Mixing

The general comprehensive high school literature focuses on institu-
.

gonalized ways in which schools can and do alienate all students, and
4

how this tight be changed. By comparison, the literature on desegregated

secondary schools describes the differential impact of similar school

characteristics,(achninistrathe leadership, tracking, systems of rules,

teacher expectations) on minority and white students. By viewing students

specifically as white, black or Hispanic, this regearch also begins to

tease-out a new dimension of alienation: that is, the distance and con-

flict or communication and harmony between student\upported or alleviated

by the formal and informal decisions of administrators and teachers. The

desegregation literature also points specifically to the ways that a multi-

racial or multiethnic school can'be divided and made alienating by different

and even opposing values.

The relationship between school desegregation and student alienation

is not simple. If alienationis heightened when cultural-values are no

longer shared, when there are feelings of estrangement br loss of control,

'then desegregation can surely have a mixed'effect on both minority and

white students. On the other hand, most Americans share the ideal of

cultural pluralism and its promise of widening the horizon of possibilities

for all pgoples. For those committed to desegregation, the question is

not whether students of different racial and ethnic backgrounds should go

to school together, but under what conditions desegregation is most likely

to occur in a harmonious and beneficial manner.

First is the issue of when in a student's life desegregation takes
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place: Research has shown the importance of desegregating in the first

grade or earlier, before children's minds have been set about the supposed

racial inferiority or superiority of their group (Henderson and Von Euler

1981). In faCt, studies showing negative or insignificant results in the

achievement of black students after desegregation are largely of students

who have been desegregated in their high school years (Hawley 1979). 'Despite

studies showing the benefits of early desegregation'on student achievement,

there is unfortunately no systematic research on the connection between the

timing of desegregation to school violence or interracial hostilities in

desegregated schools. It would seem logical that late desegregation (in

the high school years) would increase the likelihood of school violenc

Next is the question of what is actually meant when one speaks of a'

desegregated school. All legal mandates may be met,. but a school can

be as segrerted as it was originally (Beckum 1979). Only scattered studies

of the effects of school desegregation on student behavior offer details

of the concrete conditions. Yet "desegregation" can 'clearly mean a variety

A -
of situations, from a smoothly functioning school led'by a principal and

staff dedicated to full integration, to a school marked by staff ambivalence,

divided by bitterness and strife, and resegregated by a variety of

bureaucratic mechanisms. In a major review of the desegregation literitture,

Rossell et al. (1981) found, for example, the following commonly used

means of resegregating students: standardied`te.,s resorting students

along racial, and class lines; tracking that maintains racial separation;

special educatiOn clisses.fuhneling ocf minority students; and disciplinary

procedures unequally enforced and resulting in a large numbel. of suspensions

and dropouts among blacitudents., All these resegregation devices in

-22-
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desegiegated schools are clearly alienating, if not incendiary, to black
-

students and divisive in relations between black and white students

(though 0 research to date focuses on their effects). The willingness of

schools to integrate sports and other extracurr'cular activities is part

of creating a truly desegregated environment. It is therefore ironic

that Gordon (1976) found that busing logistics prevented after-school

interracial contacts between students in the several communities he

studied.

Dese re Ration and Student Disruption

Two studies summarize the effects of desegregation on student dis-

ruption- -with quite different conclusions. Gottfredson and Daiger (1979)

discuss desegregation in the context of a general analysis of school

violence. Without detailiqp any of the internal conditions of the

"desegregated" schoo\s, they come to the conclusion that desegregated

junior high schools, Irt not desegregated high schools, are associated

with slightly higher rtes of student victimization. Among desegregated'

junior high schools, tl4se where many students are bused, which arc under

court order to desegreg te, which have.a local desegregation plan, or\

which are racially imbal nced have even higher rates of victimization.

According to these data,le major variable` appears to be the percentage

of a school's students whO are bused to.achieve racial balance.

On the other side, as, part of a wide ranging examination of the

desegregation research, Weinberg (1977) reviews 46 studies of disorder

and disruption in, for the most part, recently desegregated schools, which

detail the exact administrative and social contexts df the violcnc or, on

the contrary, positive interracial adaptation. On.the basis of these
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studies, Weinberg copcludes: "It may be stated with high confidence that

interracial interaction usually lead's to the development of positive

racial attitudes" (p.211). Moreciver, Weinberkargues that studies of

stLIent'disorders-in interracial schools point to institytional resis-

tance to eddcational change as the single most abra'sive factor in generating

disor4ers. Although some commentators, black and white, have cautioned

that black' children's self-concepts are too fragile for the strains of

desegregation, Weinberg argues that when schools are unable to act

positively in promoting desegregation, black students, particulatly in

large cities, organize themselves on their own behalc. "Black students in

interracial and desegregated schools are shown to be far more resilient

and capable of autonomous action than is widely supposed" (Weinberg 1977,
/

p.212).

Desegregation and Stress

Howaver great their resilience--and student protest often results

in more stress on studenti--mOst studies suggest that under existing con-
.

. .

ditions of desegregation black students are likely to find their school

days particularly Hard in desegregated secondary schools. Abienteeism,

suspension,.and dropout rates all attest to this. Weinberg (1977)

describes research showing high absenteeism (particularly among bused stu-

dents) and higher rates of suspension for blacks after desegregation is

instituted. Rossell et al. (1981, p.304) describe research indicating

that black students are more likely to be suspended or otherwise punished

for minor offenses than are white students and assert that "the large dis-

parities

t
parities in susp sion rates among Pesegregated7 schools, even within

districts, argue against blaming students." The autilors also summarize

-24-
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two reportson the complicated relatioAshiP between dropping'out and

desegregation. The first, # national study by Aspiia-of America (1979)

indicates that Hispanic dropout rate is hfelzst in segregated districts,

and that lesi segregated schools produce .are Hispanic'gr#duates. This

'pattern holds for blicks'at well, except in the South, where a higher

black grO6ation rate exists in highly segregated districti. In other

words, except where desegregation is highry stressful, it promotes

graduation. The second study, a four-year analysis of a Southwestern

community by Felice and Richir4son (1977) points tq busing as a factor

o

in increasing the dropout rates of blgck and Mexican-American students, but

describes the dropout rate as also influenced by teacher expectations,

which in turn are largely related to the socioeconomic character of the

schobl.

-.A detailed participant - observation study by Cusidk (1973) of the

formal and informal relationships between black and white students in a

racially-mixed, urban secondary school suggests some of the institutional

factors which can turn desegregition into an alienating-experience for

students and teachers alike. Cusick argues that biracialism is potentially

divisive in-that it prevents the "consensual basis" that might otherwise

be used_to solve conflicts. Although organizational energy might) have

been directed positively "to creating a 'multiplicity of associations and,

Coalitions' among students which would have, hopefully, forced the blacks

and whites to criss-cross and thus break up their one 'major line of -

cleavage" (p.167), instead the school operated negatively, adopting a

number of largely restrictive and alienating policies to prevent potential

conflict from developing into open hostility.
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The school administrators spent their time inthe
halls to "make their presence felt," as the prin-
cipal put.itI the students were allowed no power;
the periods were 57 minutes long with only a few
minutes for passing;4there were no free periods,
no study halls; thecafeteria service was brief
one year, eliminated the next, and the adminis-
trators admitted they eLiminated it for security
reasons; school functions such as dances and
parties were rare; fIds had.to be allocated for
security guards....1 ', I beljeve that'the
technique of hohteaching used by?some teachers
was a way of keeping potential conflict in balance.
The twirlers, by walking arouneand interacting
with varioUs,individualssand small groups,..kept
the students - -many of whom were bored-.-from jdinihg
together or interacting in-any way which might have
produced conflict either among the factions or
between the teacher and-the united students (p.164).

I

.As Cusick'notes, the preventative approach creates a vicious cycle,

reinfoicing the potential for conflict that is obstensibly being avoided.

Students don't have a chance to come 'together for the first step in

solving their problems. "The students seldom had time to do other than

go to class and take care of themselves; therefore, they did little to

alleviate the potential conflict and, in fact,kreinforced the biracialness

that kept them apart" (p.169).

In a caut/ous, and thorough-review of the research on psycholOgical

rarificat4ons of desegregation among primary school students, St. John

(1975) argues that positive administrative leadership is the most important

precondition for reducing prejudice among black and white students. Following

Ailport (1954), she.hypothesifes that black and white students should deirelop

favorable attiiThers toward eacD other, provided that the contact is prolonged

and that "(1) they are fairly similar in social class and academic back-

ground and in the status they are accorded in the desegregated school, (2)

therels no real clash of interests or tense intergroup competition, and
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(3) the school administration shows no racial bias and favors full

integration rather than mere desegregation" (pp.97-98). She observes,

-however, that most desegregation studies measure changes in attitudes over

the first six months, thAt is, much\too soon; that the backgrounds of

black and white students are rarely

academically; and the; administrative

always behind desegregation.

ilar economically, socially, or

dership is obViously not

St. John's. emphasis on homogeneous grodpings is both interesting

and puizling. First, it would appear to argued against the very reason

most often given for desegregation--its effect i improving the achievement

of black students; studies of desegregation and ac zevement commonly

'attribute increased achievement,of black stude-nts to)being with students

of a higher social class. If desegregation is only usecul for creating

cross-race friendships when social class remains the sameyhenits benefits

for achievement would seem to be nullified. Yet social ease is clearly

related to achievement. Moreover, as we shall see, other stud -s of both-
.

and private schools indicate that homogeneity may not be t issue.

. St. John's survey also points to an interesting configuration o

attitudes on the part of black as a result o± changing to a

desegregated school. This configuration includes heightened anxiety in

reaction to real or ptrceir-,,ed social threats; identity conflict caused by

the confrontation with real or perceived differences in values; and

lowered self-esteem provoked by feelings of inferiority as well as the

real burden of proving oneself to a white, often more prepared and sus-

picious majority.
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Decreasing Alienation in Desegregated Schools

'What can desegregtted schools do to decrease student alienation?

Certain answers emerge from the preceding discussion: desegregating

students .in the early years long before high school and before wide

differences in achievement and ability make it possible to rpsegregate them

through tracking and other means, or before'racial hostilities have been

formed; asserting strong, positive leadership to bring about integration;

eliminating'institutionalizea, racially biased or racially-fearful ways

of dealiqg with students and creating race-fair, positive ways in their

stead; planning busing so that it allows for full participation in school

activities, or working toward integrated housing; and creating coalitions

and associations to generate student cooperation across race lines.

In fact; several reviews of the desegregation literature arrive at

these and other suggestions. As Hawley (1979, p.32) puts the matter,

"It is not enough to put children of different races in the same school

and go about business as us" Instead, he argues, administrative and

teacher behaviors, and classroom practices are key to making desegregation

work. Based on a wide-ranging review of the research, Henderson and von

Euler (1981) offer the following suggestions for changes that must take

place within the scho' AlitAl seek to eliminate racially-biased practices

and to promote racial fairness.

.1
Tracking and ability groupings, which result in de facto segregation
within the school, should be eliminated. Desegregated schools
with segregated classrooms are seedbeds for conflict and for the
perpetuation of stigma.

Curriculum and activities must reflect the 1inority as well as
the majority subcultures. This commitment to -a multicultural
approach must go beyond celebrating the birthday of a black
hero, and it must include a reevaluation and perhaps refotmulation
of schoonymbols, colors, and mascots.

c
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Procedures of conduct, evaluation, and discipline must be
perceived as fair by all racial groups.

Participation in extracurricular activities, from sports to
field trips, must be made.equally available to all groups'.
Spetial consideration must be given to bused students.

Henderson and von Euler also stress contributions that mutt be made by

administrators; eaculty and otherstaff:

A strong principal with good leadership characteristics is
critical. This person sets the tone for the school and makes
,flear to teachers and students what is expected .of them.

Counselors, through,their expertise and their networks, are crucial
to the long-range gains of desegregation, including access to

t higher education, higher status occupations, and higher:income."

Teachers must be able to teach heterogeneous groups, including
students who have been subjected to an inferior education. They
must be capable of self - analysis so that they can identify stereo-
typing and'other kinds of discriminatory behavior in themselves
and others. They must have substantive knowledge of different
groups' histories, attitudes, behavior, and learning styles,'
and they must know techniques for ivoiding crises and relieving
daily tensions.

Nonteaching staff at all levels can create a positive climate of
race relations in the school as well as prevent and cope with
cobflict. It is important to desegregate staff at all levels.

Effective in-service training must be piovided for teachers,
administrators, school boards, and all supporting staff to
ensure the above characteristics and capabilities.

Most recently,, Rossell et al. (1981) identify apProxiMately the

same range of strategies. In general, they assert the importance of

eliminating racially=biased practices and of creating strong, positive

leadership at all levels. But they also take a more tentative position

on tracking and on multiethnic texts and other quick solutions to

creating cultural fairness. On the one hand, they note that if tracking
a .

can create homogeneous groupings of black and white students, these

students may be more likely to respond TaVorably to'one another. On the

*a.
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.other hand, they also refer to a study (Schofield and Sagar 1977)
C

showing that desegregation an create more positive intergroup relations *

even when differences in achievement levels and-socioeconomic backgrounds

are large. This is in contrast to St. John' -s findings. Like St. John,'

however, Rpsell et al. stress the importance of working directly to

create cooperation among students. They suggest fostering cooperation

in small, task-oriented learning'groups.

Commonalities and Differences in Findings, and Unanswered Questions

It is unfortunate that the desegregation literature does not even

iention some of the variables that seen&lient,- even if debated, in
,

the co6prehensiye school research. Does school size make a difference

in prom4ing eff,tive desegregation and decreasing racial hostilities

between students? Do administrative policies like shifting students from

one teacher to another, so that a single teacher sees a-large nianber.of

students each day and is not intimate with any, have an effect? Strangely,

the desegregation literature is largely silent on issues of size and

number.

Issues of administrative leadership emerge in the desegregatione

research as they did in thb studies of comprehensive schools. Just as

it'is important that principals and teachers have a positive attitude
k

and high expectations for student achievement if misbehavior and delin-

quency are to be prevented: so too the dedicatiof school staff to

desegregation is essential to the effectiveness of that process. But

what role does student leadership play? The desegregation literature is

silent on this

The desegregation research adds a new dimension, however, in emphasizing
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the overt and covert forms of racial bias that must be eliminated if

black and Hispanic students are to feel at home .and if hostilities are
4

to-be eliminated between them and white students. The issue of racial

`bias or racial fairness is not dealt with by-the general codtprehensive

0

school studies which attempt toelicit the causes of violence.

.The desegregation literature also brings up, but does not solve,

issues related to homogeneity. Do students need to be of similar

socioeconomic backplounds to feel at home with themselves and each other?

Are those administrative mechanisms which promote homogeneity within a

subgroup (say, tracking) useful or divisive for the wh.,le? Much of the.

literature that argues for homogeneity is now at least ten years old.

Recently, there has beena general move within education toward promoting

heterogeneous groupings. THe-mainstreaming of handicapped students is

one example in this direction; a number ofestudies emphasizing the

negative effects of tracking is another. The stigma of tracking and

special.claises is emphasized, as is the isolation and lack of preparedness

for coping in 'a "norma mainstream' environment. The few studies on

mainstreamed students kisson 1981; Yoshida, MacMillan, and Meyers 1976)

indicate that there are almost immediate positive results. Clearly

fashions in education change,*as eveiywherb else, and the liter,atuie can

always be mustered in support of these alterations.

On the other hand, studies of desegregation indicate that cooperation

along students of different racial backgrounds can and must be consciously

fostered. Placing these students side by side in a classroom is not

enough. The question is, if school staff work toward creating student

cooperation, by allowing for in and out of classroom association, do
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,background skill differences betWeen students make a difference in the

success of the project? And even if it is harder.to achieve feelings of

ease and cooperation among very heterogeneous students, is it not still a

worthwhile effort?

VI. ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS'

An alternative school has been defined as "any school that provides

alternftive learning experiences to those provided by conventional schools

within its community and that is available by choi.ceto every family

within its community at no extra cost" (Smith 1974). The alternative

school movement began to bloom in the late 1960s, at a time when popular
,

ideals emphd4ized egalitarianism and participatory decision, making, and

when there was a great push to increase the participation of minorities in

all phases of,public life.

As alternative schools have grown across the country, they have $

fallen into a number of broad types, including: open schools, continuation

schools, minischools, schools without walls, learning centers, multi-

cultural' schools, free schools, schools within schools;' magnet schools;

and community schools. They have experimented with such varying learning

models as Summerhilleducation, open education, individuplized instruction,

fundamental "back-to-basics" education, career vocat'onal education,

experiential learning, and behavior.modification (Carnegie Council 1979;

Barr 19811. Despite their great variety, and despite the differences in
. °

degree to which any one school may have a single attribute, as Krahl (17)

has noted, these alternative schools shre a number of qualities:

. voluntarism parricipatory decision making

S.
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'small size organizational flexibility

egatitarianiw individualized learning

humaneness school-coM4bnity'commitment

more comprehenWe goals than Conventional schools.

More'than any other school movement; alWhative education has

spoken to the issue of' alienation. Most alternative schools have been

created in the context of large schools in large and medium.sized cities,

where depersonalization and rigidity have alienated same staff members

and a significant segment of the student population_(Liebrader.1977)

By 1981, 80 percent of the nation's larger school districts (those

enrolling 25,000 or more students) had alternative schools, while one

out of every five districts enrolling less than 600 students also had

one or more such schools (Raywid 1981). A

Alternative.schoils began as havens for students disaffected with

traditional public schooling. Although alternative schools attract

academically competent, white, middle-class students, increasingly

have also been directed specifically toward those who have attendance or

discipline problems, who are potential or actual dropouts, or who have

severe difficulty in mastering the basic skills. nne study of 19 alter-

native schools found that, of seven for which racial data were available,

six were at least 40 percent black, and a third of the total schools were

established for actual or potential dropouts (Duke and Muzio 1978). While

an alternative school must by definition be voluntary, the co on purpose

of assisting disaffected youth as well as the use of referra s as a means

of admission means that the actual degree of student choice in attending

varies from almost total to barely any.
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The problem with discussing alternative schools is that the'movement

has not produced a body of systematic research. According to Raywid

(1982, p.2), "Much of the extant knowledge about alternatives comes from

1
evaluations. And to date there have been no national appraisals. Since

.

ithere iso great deal 'of variation in alternative programs--as well as in

the nature and quiiity`of the attempts to evaluate them--this means that

the knowledge base for alternative education is parrow and shaky." More-

over, ak.Raywid'notes, "Virtually all of the evaluations have been of single

programs. They have been done under very different auspides, and for

-

very different purposes and audiences." In fact, appropriate methods by

whiek,.topevaluate nontraditional schooling in general'are still relatively.

crude.

Despite these problems with the research, a half dozen documents now

attempt to examine systematically a broad range of evaluations (Barr,

- Colston, anAlarret 1977; Duke and Muzio 1978; Doob 1977; Arnove and Strout

1978; Newmann 1981; and Office of Juvenile Justice 1980). Though

enthusiasM for alternative education differs, typically alternative schools

are seen as leading-to greater academic achievement, more positive atti-

tudes toward school's, as well is'greater involvement in school activities,
er

and heightened self confidence, security, sense of control, responsibility

and independence (Raywid 1982). Attitudinal changes are also reflected

in a lessening of disrup4ve behavior. Vandalism is reported as markedly

lower in alternative schools (Office of Juvenile Justice 1980; Smith,

Barr, and Burke 1976), and drug use, gang conflicts, and racial clashes are

reduced (Duke and Muzio 1978).

Not surprisingly, the literature on alternative education offers many

4
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of the same suggestions for decreasing alienation as doe;pthe comprehensive

high school research. This is partly because much of the comprehensive

high school literature uses hints from the alternative-schools movement

about what works. But it'is also because historically the alternative

schools movement evolved to deal with disaffdcted and disruptive students.

Three Studies

Based on an analytical overview of the research, three studies

attempt to 'isolate the specific characteristics of alternative' chools

that affect students' attitudes and behaviors.

In Delinquency Preventionihrough Alternative Education; the Office

of Juvenile Justice (1980) focuses on the relatipnship between disruptive

behavior and poor academic achievement and offers alternative education

as-a strategy to decrease delinquency and thus increase the chances for

achievement. The document differentiates those characteristics that

"lead to success" in decreasing disruption and increasing academic achieve-

ment from those which "may lead to success" in these areas. the firstti

more certain success area includes several items reminiscent of the compre-

hensive school literature: a strong, supportive administration; caring,

competent teachers capable of deVeloping cognitive skills; a goal-oriented

and learning emphasis in the classroom; and clear learning goals. In

addition, items are isolated that are more specific to the alternative con-

text: individualized'instruction with curricula tailorec. to SfUdents'

learning needs and interests; clear rewards for'individual improvement in

academic competency; small student population,in the program; and low

student-adult ratio in the classroom.



4

For the Office of Juvenile Justice, school characteristics that "may

lead to saceis" include involving students in decition-making, involving

parents, and supplying supplemental services such as counseling and

support groups. The study also suggests that vocationally-oriented

education programs may enhance student attachment to the school, if care

is taken that learning takes place on the job and that the skills being

developed will lead to future careers. Tracking in vocational'or oth.a:c

areas, including in alternative education programs, is warned against,

thpugh the authors suggest that segregation in alternative education may
Awe'.

not be detrimental if.students have clearly volunteered for the program.

The research of Arnol;e and Strout (1978) is l sed on the assumption,

that the large
e

bureaucratic learning environment is'a principal cause or

disruptive behavior. The authors also ground their work in a,t4eoretical

' perspective that explains disruptive behavior as an ego defense, a

mers of protecting an individual from a dery ated self-image caused by

o/ Juvenile Justice,failure in important social roles:. Like the Of

the 'authors review the literature on alternative education as it relates

'to-solving problems of student disruption. However, because of their

theoretical perspective, they divide their findings into several related

conditions that bolster and nouri) the individual ego: those conducive

to interpersonal relations; those-,conducive tO academic success; and

e4 ^
those.cOnducive to a sense of power, 'to positive images of the future,

and to an enhanced self-concept.

Soy Arnove and Strout, the conditions conducive to warm interpersonal

relations include: a small total size (the median size of alternative

'schools i& less than 200); a loW student/staff ratio of for eXamplie, 15-1;

,36-
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competent, committed, and caring teachers; and trust,betwean teachers

and students. Conditions conducive to academic success, in their

view, incIdde experiences structured for success, individualized instruc-

tion (which alsolacilittes warm relations between teachers and

students), a match between learners and the environment, and supportive

services. Finally, conditions conducive to a sense of power, to positive

images of therfuture, and to an enhaced self-concept include student

choice of the educational setting itself, student involvement in

decisionmaking, incorporation of work as part of the school program, and

attention directed specifically to the affective area.

Nevnnanrt. (1981), directs his analysis of alternative education

specifically to eliciting the preponderance of those feature; that reduce,

student alienation. According to Newmann, organizational theory and the

literature on the social psychology of organizations suggest six general

approaches tc reducing student alienation: voluntary choice; clear Ad

consisten-. pals; small size; maximal opportunities for participation in

school policy and management; extended roles that include cooperative

endeavors and contributions to the schools operation; and student work that.

allows for "continuous development of products, flekble individual pacing,

and support of both primal and modern work" (p.555). In an interesting

experiment, Newmann then rates 13 specific reforms generated through the .

alternative school according to the extent to which they may

reduce student alienation. (See Table 1).

As Newmann notes, none of the reforms contradict any of the guide-

lines, and each Seems likely to promote at least one guideline. On

the other hand., no single reform promotes more than three guidelines,
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*Table 1

RATINGS OF EXTENT TO WHICH REFORMS IMPLEMENT GUIDELINES FOR REDUCING ALIENATION

GUIDELINES I

REFORMS :

SChools W
Schoo

Specialis
'Schoo

Alternati
Schoo

House
Sys tse

Personili
Advise

Flexible
Soiled

Individua
Progr

Pro -Socia

Condu
Pareicipat

Govern

The
Basic

Career -/o

Hduca
Challenge

Educal

Community
Learn

ithin
is

? ? + , ? ?

ed*

Is
+ -1-.. ? ? ? ?

we

is
? + + . ? ?

n,,, ? ? + ? ? /

zed

Lag,
? 4 / ? ? /

sling + / / / ? ?

Used
wing ? + + / ? ?

L:t / + / ? + /

Lion In
u mme

? / + ? /

1
?

.

+ / ? ?

rational

:ion
+ + / /

,

'? ?

:ion' + ? / / ?- +

Based
Log

+ ? / ? +

Total 7 6 3 3 1 2

5 6 1 5 12

1 1 ' 9' 5 0 4

1 5 0

2 4 0

3 3 0
i

1 4 1

1 3 2

1 2 3

2 3 1

2 1

2 2

I 3

i
2 1 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

22

36

20

KEY:

+ 'Reform likely to result in practice that promotks the guideline.

- Reform likely to result in practice that contradicts the guideline.

? 'Reform could be implemented in ways that promote or contradict guideline.

/ Reform lankly irrelevant to the guideline, no basis for, assessing

potential promotion or contradiction.

*Fred Neumann "Reducing Student Alienation in High Schools," 51, 4, p. 558.
. Copyright() by Harvard Educational Review 1981.
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and almost half the cells are filled with questions.

Of the thirteen reform efforts, about half positively

address-student choice and goal clarity, but no more
than a few necessarily address the other four guide-
lines. This inventory shows that most, of the salient
reform efforts in secondary education are two-edged
swords, capable either of reducing or exacerbating
studeni alienation in school, if they affect it at all
(p.557).

Limitations and Promises of Alternative Education

That alternative education is no panacea is made clear by even its

most partisan supporters. Recurring criticisms emerge in most of the

lifkrature on alternative schools. Lost 'important is the issue of.student

selection criteria and procedures. Both the Office of Juvenile Justice (1980)

and Arnove and Strout (1978) warn against the courts and probation officers

using alternative schooling as a legal option, or the schools using it as

an alternative to suspension. While an alternative program may be geared

toward students with histories of disaffection and disruption, coercion

. acts as,a negative impact on the whole program. Equally inipomtant,

narrowly defined, coercive programs easily create de facto segregation.

Having reviewed alternative schools in ten major cities in some depth,

Arnove and Strout report tfiit "there are strong indications that\the

twin phenomena of 'creaming' and !dumping' are occuring through the uses

of alternatives...what alternatives constitute, in effect, are a new

form of tracking" (p.20). Tracked programs, as both the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Arnove and Strout make clear, tens to isolate minority

students. Moreover, Arnove and Strout find that those programs with high .

A

percentages of minority students also tend to control students through

operant conditioning and other forms of control.rarely used with white,
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middle-class populations.

.Clearly alternative schools offer hopeful guidelines for making

schools less alienating. Small size, clear goals, more personal and

cooperative relationships, greater participation in decision making--all

these are strategies put into practice in most alternative environments.

HoWever, there, is a danger that alternative schools may become yet. another

,

means'of resegregating students and of siphoning off troublesome indivi-

duals. To the extent that this happens, it will generate the same stigmas

and other negative side effects of trackidg an*pecial classes while

allowing the mainstream comprehensive high school to 0 on without change.

VII. PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Approximately JO percent of all secondary school students are enrolled

t
in private s'llools (Coleman et al. 1980), with 6 percent'in the Catholic

schools (Greeley 1982). Black and other minority families appear to be

increasingly choosing private school's as alternatives for their sons and

daughters. Most minority students receiving a private education are in

Catholic schools. As a national average, 15 percent of all sophomores and

15 percent of all seniors in Catholic schbOls are either black or Hispanic--

approximately 6 percent black and 8 to 9 percent Hispanic.

Recently, private schooling has become the focus of public controversy
3

because of two areas of proposed legislation. One would eliminate or

decrease standards for desegregation in private schools seeking federal
. .

assistance. The pther would help support private schools through tuitiOn

credits and school vouchers to students' familieg.

Two recent studies, said to demonstrate the benefits of private
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over public schools, particularly for minority students, have added fire

to the arguments about public versus private schooling. Though their con-

clusions can be, and one has been, criticized, they bring up interesting

issues about the goals of education, offer suggestions for the organization

and ethos of effective schools that may Contribute to our general know-

ledge of schooling, and offer hints for improving public as well as

priva4-education.

Public and Private Schools

Briefly, the argument of Public and Privatp Schools,,,(Coleman,

Hoffer, and Kilgore 1980) is that private schools produce better cognitive

outcomes than do public schools, that they offer a greater chance for an

41'

integrated education than do public schools, and that tuition tax, credits
4

and '6ducational vouchers for private schools might be useful policy alter-

natives fOr bringing more Hispanic and black students into the piivate

schools.

However, as a number of scholars have pointed out, the study suffers

from numerous methodological problems ("Controversies" 1982; "Evidence"

-;1981; and Page and Keith 1981). Because the survey materials behind

Public and Private Schools were drawn from the first-wave of the large 1980

National Opinion Research Center (NORC) study, High School and Beyond,

the sampling was not geared to compare private and public schools, and

some of the categories, particularly of minorities in private schools,

are extremely small (Bryk in "Evidence" 1981). Although the authors

e ,

control for students', socioeconomic backgrounds, there is no way for them

16
to eliminate the self-selecting factor of choosing a private versus a

4

public schoOl (Murname, Braddock in "Evidence" 1981). Moreover, some of
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the comparisons,between achievement of public and private school students

are.f lty. For example; academic achievement in all public and private

schools s contrasVed, despite the fact that only 14 percent'-of those in

public sch is are in academic programs in comparison to 70 percent of

those in priv te schools.' When studentssin academic programs only are

it-erenees-AW achteverieriterlitt-e- anii`piiI is

schOols emerge (Biick, Braddock in "Evidence" 1981; Crain and Hawley in

"Controversies" 1982)\ Coleman and his associates have also been criticized

for jumping from obsery relationships between existing variables to

answers to questions likeN1Mbat will happen if?" The authors' detailed

And sophisticated statistical\analysis cannot predict What the effect of

'tuition exemption or vouchers w uld be on minority enrollment in private

education (Heyns in "Evi4ence" 19 ).. Their view that federal Intervention

to create these changes would substantially increase minority enrollment

in private schools without changing the, characteristics of these schools

is hard to imagine.

or-

\
On the other hand, several critics are quick to praise the Coleman

study for what it says about the relationship of school ethos and orginiza-

tion-to school effectiverkess, whether those schools are public or private

(Ravitch in "Controversies" 1982; Bryk in "Evidence" 1981). Ravitch

notes such "effective schooling" practices elicited by the ttudy as an

orderly climate, disciplinary practices considered effective by students,

teachers and administrators, high enrollment in academic courses, regular

homework, and lower incidence of student absenteeism, class-cutting, and

other misbehavior.

Granting the controversies- ".and criticisms Public and Private Schools
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has provoked, the report can still be used to shed further light on

4
.several issues particularly relevant to decreasing the alienation of

,-

minority students.

Nonalienating Schooling as Seen from Private Schools

Two conditions which private schools do not necessarily provide

offer an interesting Ciitique oipublic schooling: The first is a wide

range in curriculum. By contrast with public secondary schools, most

private schools and especially Catholic schools offer a narrow range of

subjects, largely limited to the traditionalacademic disciplines. Although

the wide diversity of curriculum in-public schools is ostensibly geared to

the variety of needs of its student-body, it may instead reflect the

-speclalization and fragmentation that is so preValent in the society at

large and have little to do with meaningful choices in response to

students' needs.

The second condition, according to popular opinion, is small size

and smaller classes. While both Catholic and "other private schools" do

have smaller total size than public schools, and the other private schools

have a sharply lowered student-teacher Patio, Catholic schools actually

have slightly fewer teachers per students than the public schools. Thus

small classes themselVes may not be the alienating factor, but rather

something like class rotation which decreases personal contact while

maintaining the same student-teacher ratio may be. Certainly, there is

more to understand about the conditions under which site or numbers makes

a difference.

Catholic'schools, according to Coleman et al. -(1980), enroll half as high

a proportion of blacks, and other private schools a quarter as high a
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proportion of blacks, as do public schools. FrOm the minority student's

perspective, attending a private school is much more. likely to offer a

"desegregated"'than a (black) segregated environment. However, the

problem, as Braddock (!'Evidence" 1981) rightly pointy out, is, in fact,

still one of (white) segregation and minority access. In any case, once

in private schools, minority students certainly operate in a largely

white environment: Thit this is a positive environment--as judged by

the lack of violence and conflict, the higher aspirations and 'achievement--

can be seen from other information on private schooling. OP

Coleman et a1. (1980) offer a number of details concerning disciplinary

practices in private and public schools. Virt -11y all Catholic schools have

,dress codes, compared with two-thirds of other private schools and half of

the public schools. Students in Catholic schools are most likely to

u
. .

rate the effectiveness of discipline as "excellent" or "good," followed

by those in other private schools, and only then by public school students.

Students in both Catholic and secular private schools ate also much more

likely to see school discipline as fair than are public school students.

This is so despite that fact that over the past fifteen years the federal
4

and local courts have subjected public schools to numerous legal strictures

to ensure fairness. As Coleman and his associates note, such data suggest

that perceptions of fairness have less to do with legalistic interpretations

of equal treatment than with more direct, personal responsibility for

authority and control.
Sr

Related to schools' disciplinary climate are students' perceptions

of teachers' interest in them. Here again, public school students see

their teachers as the least interested (this is so even for a subcategoriy,
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high-performance public schools). Teachers in the Catholic schools are

more often seen as interested, and teachers in other private schools still
J

more often. Catholic schools are perceived as stricter but less

nurturing than are other privateschools, while public schools are viewed

by their students,es neither strict, fair, nor nurturing.

The greater discipline of the private schools can ,be seen in the.

example of homework. Among the sophomores sampled, public school students

average four hours of homework per week, Catholic and other private school

studentkand high-perfoimance public school\students average five and one-

half hours per week'and high performance prifateschool students average
\

,-

nine hours per week. This is desPite relatively little difference among
, ',

all the categories of students in their expressed "liking for wok hard."
1 ..

.

That is; paiticularly in an era where after-school jobs are sadly a rarity,

public school students would probably do more homework, were it only

demanded Of them.

Students in Catholic schools have the best attendance, records and

1

the least instances o4 cutting, followed by these in other private schools,

while students in public schooldre most likelyAo be absent and to cut

class. The incidence of fighting and disobedience, drug and alcohol use,

and school vandalism is highest in public schools, followed.by Catholic

schools, and then by other private shcools. Whatever the weaknesses "of

private, and particularly Catholic schools--and one might well triticite

the latter's uniformity, rigidity, and inability to foster diversity - -the'

are more likely than are public schools to have the characteristics of

"effective schooling," as well as to be low on factors that point to

alienation.
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Finally, Coleman et al:(1980) asked a number of questions to elicit

students' feelings about themselves. On items expressingifertontrol

and self-esteem, public school students were lowest, Catholic school

students higher, students in other privateschools and high - performance

. public schools only slightly higher, and students in high-performance

V17--a,

,private schools somewhat higher than the rest. The authors hypothesize

that-the academic achievement afforded by the private schools and high -

.

performance public schools is a within-school experience that gives

students a sense of fate control and confidence in themselves. However,

other variables might equally be cited. There is the unresolved question

of differences in family background. The privilege of being able to

attend-a private school must also elevate students' sense-of themselves.

Finally, their'belief in the effectiveness and fairness of discipline and

their perception of teachers' inteest may also contribute to_their

higher sense of fate control and self-esteem.

Catholic High Schools and Minority Students

&second, more recent study of private schooling, Catholic High Schools

and Minority Student§ by Andrew M. Greeley (1982), is likely to generate

0
criticisms and controversies simillar to those evoked by Public'and Private

Schools. Like Coleman et al., Greeley uses data gathered by the 1980 NORC

High School and
0

Beyond
0

Survey. Like Coleman et al., Greeley uses his

data to argue for the effectiveness of private schools, particularly for

minority students. In fact, Greeley sees Catholic schools as most

effective among the "poor." However, his definition would more accurately

describe the working class: those whose family income is under $12,000,

whose parents did hot'go to college but are upwardly mobile, and who them-

*
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selves have been placed in a general, rather than an,academic track.

According to Greeley, after accounting for family and personal differences

(like Coleman, Greeley ignores self-selection), black and Hispanic Catholic

school students show higher levels of academic effort and achievement

-9:4M-Hispanicstudents -ill public -schools. They are also less

likely to report discipline problems, tr e as likely to do five or more

hours of homework a week, and much more likely to expect to graduate from

college.

Like Coleman and his associates, Greeley shows that black and Hispanic

students are more likely to have white schoolmates in a private than in a

public school (white -students are less likely to have minority schoolmates)'.

Greeley also argues that low-income students are somewhat more likely-to

have high-income classmates in a Catholic than in a public school, though,

of course, the reverse is true for high income students. The point is

that, insofar as achievement for 1,w- income minority students has been

shown to be raised by contact with white, middle-class students, Catholic

schools should provide exactly such an environment. That the heterogeneity

of social classes added to racial integration does not necessarily harm

minority students is shown by their positive attitudes and good achievement,

as well as the low incidence of conflict and disruption as compared tp

public schools.

Discipline in Catholic schools, according to Greeley's dots, is

generally much stricter than in public schools--and so, presumably, allows

for more teaching. Dress codes and smoking rules exist in most Catholic

schools, though hall passes are less common than in public schools. Partly

because of, this strictness, discipline problems are less frequent:
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absenteeism, cutting class, physical conflict among students, vandalism

and drugs and alcohol are only minor problems, according to Catholic

school p'incipals, and rape, possession of weapons, and verbal abuse of

teachers practically never oc Clearly this makes possible more time

and energy_for_teacking_andlearaing Greeley 31 SO polhts- out that one

cannot attribute the paucity of discipline problems to suspensions (which

Coleman et al: considered 'a possibility) since his evidence indicates no

difference between the suspension rates in Catholic and public schools.

More detailed than Public and Private Schools, Catholic Schools and

Minority Students shows that black, Hispanic and white Catholic school

students alike ire twice as likely to consider discipline effective than

their counterparts in public schools. To a lesser extent, black,

Hispanic, .and'white students are all more likely to consider Catholic

sdhool discipline fair. Equally interesting, a school being run by a

religious order, presumably because of the clear values this implies, is

itself partially respOnsible for the effectiveness of the discipline.

According to Greeley,'"As far as minority students are concerned, much of

the difference in discipline between public andCatholie schools comes from

the effectiveness of the control of a religious order and from the student's'

own view of the disciplinary system as fair and effective" (p.28).

Minority and white students in'Catholic schools are at least twice as

likely to rate the quality' of instruction and teacher interest-as "excellent"

than are students in public schools. Homework, laboratory work, field

projects, essays, poems, and term papers all appear to be given more

often, and students are more likely to be satisfied with the academic effort

made by,their high school. Minority students in Catholic schools report
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their grade average as being higher than do those in public schools.

Moreover, Greeley's data suggest that religious order mnership and the

disciplinary environment are far'more important than the characteristics

-and attributes students bring to the school. According to Greeley:

About half of the influence of the religious order
on academic performance is filtered through the
fact that religious order schools have.both higher
quality struction and more effective discipline....
The other alf of the religious order effect operates
independen ly'of quality of instruction and discipline

\\ and has a direct effect on academic performance, a'
direct effect marginally larger than that of discip-

'\linary environment (p.39).

A self-consCiouv ideology and explicit system of values appears from

Greeley's study to be an important element in and of itself.

Values and Alienation

Greeley's insight about the importance of the religious order to

school effectiveness elucidates a theme that emerges here and there less

explicitly throughout the various high school literatures. Abramowitz

(1979), in her study, of Catholic schools, notes the uniformity of pur7'

_pose and attributes it, on the one hand, to parents choosing schools

whose values conform to their own, and on the other, to the parochial

schools ensuring that they remain attractive to their constituency.

Clear and consistent goals, uniformity of purpose, and a consensus in

values - -these are elements that the literature on effective schooling

also stresses. Clearly values, goals and,purposes can be directed toward

authoritarian as well as egalitarian values, toward a racist vision as well

as orie'of equality. MOreover, it ..an be argued that there is good in

allowing varying points of view with room for debate and change. Neverthe-

less, most public secondary schools suffer from a ,paralysis of values and
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purpose of any kind. As Friedenberg (1963) has argued, instead of

offering students a range of genuine choices in values and points of view,

an education for "mass" society evolved which aims at the' lowest common

denominator, suiting neither the rich nor the poor, the gifted no: the

disabled, and doing the-least pc le for those in between. Swamped

by bureaucracy and entangled in legalism, additional rules and laws and

new areas of specialization are the usual solutions to difficUlty. From

:the standpoint of what might be undone and created anew, the more

' personal, value-enriched approach of the private schools, especially

4

the Catholit schools, offer interesting.ilints.

VIII. CONCLUSI^N

Importancd'of the Whole Picture

Several points made throughout this review of the literaturebear
! .

)

repeating in summary form. First, it is important to see alienation as
. \

a large, encompassing category and to use it as a means of understanding

the variety of otherwise isolated variables, such as student violence,

dropout es, or low achievement, that may all be signs pointing to the

same un rlying condition. As Rutter et al. (1979) assert, there is some-

thing in a successful school that is greater than the sum of its successful

parts. call this something "ethos." Attacking a single symptom

without looking at the ge-alt is only continuing to proceed with .fragmented

and specialized solutions that do not shift the picture and are likely to

lead to new and different sympt9ms of alienation. As with the description

of the'tense biracial school where bureaucratic mechanisms,prevelted students

from making contact with one another and heightened the tension that had
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prompted this mechanical solution, so any attempt at attacking a single

issue with A.narrow solution is only going to stop up one hole and create

pressure at another point.

Most of the studies that have been brought together here did not

take a molar view. The discrepancies and contradictions in the suggestions

offered may in part stem from the partial vision of each. If one doesn't,

ask the question, one won't get an answer. Most of the research doesn't

ask about student responsibility; only a few that do ask the question

specify what they mean. Also,.the opportunities for such responsibility

differ widely in the four school contexts. Still, some suggestions have

emerged repeatedly.

Organizational Role in Decreasing Alienation

Most of the literature is in agreement that the following organiza-

tional elements foster alienation, as indicatedby student disruption,

conflixt, apathy, lot./ achievement and dropping out:

-large size, crowding, and/or rotation of students every period

tracking, special classes, and discriminatory testing and

disciplinary procedures

.busing which keeps students from full participation. in curricular
and extracurricular activities, or which creates a second-class
status

administrati%, resistance to integration which may manifest in-
.

a variety of ways, both l and informil.

On the other side, the literature indicates that the following organiza-

tional procedures decrease alienation:

. students being allowed to proceed through school together, to
stay in the same class with each other for more than a period,
or to have other nechanisns for develdping cohesion

regular and.consistent homework and high marking standards (with
grades not being used for discipline)
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-shared activities" between teachers and students

'associations for students that form coalitions and decrease
competition

-clear rules and cohetent values, consistently enforced.

Principals, Teachegs, and Students

InfOrmation on improving schooling can also be divided according to

those behaviors which can be expected of the principal, those which can be

expected of the teacher, and those expected of stude....s. Schools with

indications of lowered alienation have principals who are strong personal

and educational leaders; they believe in their teachers and their

students, and their expectations are high. _Aese sane schools have

teachers whqse morale and self-esteem are good; who e:,act i lot from

O

their students, and who trust both the administration and the students.

They assign homework, grade work regularly, and 0 not waste time in .

class disciplining students. ,Finally, students in these schools are

likely to be cohesive through class and extracurricular formations.

Because they perceive themselves as fairly treated, a source of conflict

is lowefed between them. Organizations are available for them to bridge

the gaps of race and class.

Values

Literature from the Catholic schools implies that a part of ethos

may also be a system of values,which is believed in and acted upon.

Clearly, bureaucratic and legal mandat s are no substitute for personal

attention and clear and strong b s and values. Yet in our pluralistic

'society, it is particularly difficult for a public school principal or a

teacher to act with confidence inQLs area. Out of fear of disagreement



6
and debate, educators resort to'the lowest common denominator of values and

leigalese.

How the pub'ic schools use these and other guidelines for decreasing

student alienation will depend on the choices and decisions of many

individuals. rf school staff become more clear, more human, more courageous,'

in expressing the values and goals they hold, their differences may well

also become more obvious. Although large comprehensive high: schools face

enormous obstacles in creating less alienating environments, and some of

the smaller schools may suffer other negative side-effects of overcoming

alienation, working towards less alienated schools appears a necessary

goal foy student individuality, involvement, harmony, and integration.

4

*
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